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The Budapesto
the manifest from the Budapest conference
“In recent decades, contemporary jazz and improvised musics in Europe have
experienced breathtaking developments. The diverse European expressions of jazz,
whilst inspired by respect for the American pioneers, have found ideal conditions to
develop in Europe and have resounded with their own cultural identities.
The main characteristic of jazz, its ability to integrate an array of human emotions
through spontaneous composition and ever-flexible musical structures, has broken
through barriers of language, race and class. European jazz already functions as a
catalyst between different cultural heritages from local and migrant sources and
between known and newly-discovered musical forms. Its openness and thirst for
diversity is a permanent self-protection against any kind of nationalism.
As an artform, jazz has always produced its best artistic results at the meeting point
of cultures and social structures in transition. Taking its full place among the other
arts, jazz is able to reflect the development of a constantly evolving Europe at the
beginning of the 21st century which is characterised by a diversity of regions,
languages and cultural heritages and to stimulate preparedness for mobility and
flexibility.
Improvisation in music, as a non-verbal artform, allows creators of different origins to
communicate immediately and to create exciting musical experiences for audiences of
all generations. It demonstrates the ability to bring identities together in
collaboration rather than in conflict. An essential balance between self-expression
and collective responsibility also makes jazz an ideal medium for cultural education.
... Jazz affirms its place alongside the other arts and offers a unique contribution to
the future health of European society.”
Nod Knowles/Reiner Michalke on behalf of EJN
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Introduction
We are members of Europe Jazz Network (EJN)1, a non-profit association of
European producers and presenters who specialise in contemporary jazz and
improvised musics. EJN was formed in 1987, and as of October 2004, the
membership includes over 40 organisations (Festivals, concert venues,
independent promoters) in 13 European countries. In 2002, eleven members of
EJN joined in the project Europe Jazz Odyssey (EJO). Funded by a Culture
2000 grant, EJO has enabled the partners to mount a three-year programme of
innovative collaborations, residencies and events, and a series of colloquiums
(in Cologne, Kongsberg and Budapest2) which have explored the status of this
musical action within the general cultural context of today's Europe. In Autumn
of 2004, the members of TECMO (Trans European Creative Music Organizers)
merged with EJN to add further weight to an already important network. In
Autumn of 2004, and more precisely, from Saturday 2nd to Sunday 3rd of
October 2004 in Budapest, took place an historical event, which was to change
the whole scene of European jazz. Seventy-five promoters from 28 different
countries met in Budapest on the occasion of the third and last annual
colloquium and seminary of the Europe Jazz Odyssey.
The event has been associated with the 4th Hungarian-Dutch Jazz Meeting and
co-financed by the Dutch Jazz Connection and the Europe Jazz Network.
Theme of the colloquium: Improvising Europe - The Dynamics of Jazz and
Improvised Musics in Today's Europe. Rather than focusing exclusively on one
question, the different sessions consisted of a range of different topics, which
grew out of this central reflection. The colloquium was made up of a series of
panel discussions, drawing on panel members - artists, specialists, journalists,
politicians

-

from

throughout

Eastern,

Central

and

Western

Europe.

Panellists exchanged on the role of jazz and more generally on the role of
culture, using different topics like historical perspectives across the continent,
1
2

For more information see www.europejazz.net
See reports at www.europejazzodyssey.org
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the function of improvised music and its tools, and European cultural policy.
Part of the event was also the session dedicated to Networking in an enlarged
Europe. The members of the Europe Jazz Odyssey/ Europe Jazz Network and
the Dutch Jazz Connection invited cultural operators from Eastern- and Central
Europe to an open discussion on conditions and practices of networking in
Europe. Participants were invited to present their work. Lars Thorborg,
president of the EJN, talked about the functioning of Europe Jazz Network.
European Funding programs were introduced and also the possibilities of new
artistic projects for working groups and future applications throughout the
continent.
In the following brochure you will find the report of the colloquium by Stuart
Nicholson, one of the well-known journalists in the jazz field, the so-called
Budapesto, a manifest from the colloquium in Budapest.

Greetings from

Europe Jazz Network
Lars Thorborg, President
The Board: Ildiko Nagy (Hungary), Bo Grønningsæter (Norway), John Cumming
(England), Nod Knowles (England), Xavier Lemettre (France), Reiner Michalke
(Germany), Jacques Panisset (France), Huub Van Riel (Netherlands), Battista
Tofoni (Italy).

and from all the participants of the colloquium
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Improvising Europe - The Dynamics of Jazz and Improvised Musics
in Today's Europe
COLLOQUIUM HELD AT THE HAGYOMÁNYOK HÁZA
(HUNGARIAN HERITAGE HOUSE)
Saturday 2nd October 2004
The meeting began with a welcome address by Gábor Szél-Molnar of the
Podium Office for Cultural Organization, Lars Thorborg of the Europe Jazz
Network, Katrin Oebel of the Europe Jazz Odyssey and Paul Gompes of the
Dutch Jazz Connection.
Gábor Szél-Molnar expressed how appropriate it was that here in The House of
Traditions, East should meet West and that Hungarians enjoy a long cultural
tradition the field of arts and of jazz. This, he said, was the place for
discussing the future.
Lars Thorborg extended a welcome to the group, which, he pointed out,
comprised over 70 people from 28 countries and he expressed the hope that
the debate and discussion would be something that they all could take away
with them.
Katrin Oebel added that the Europe Jazz Odyssey was a platform for cultural
co-operation in the area of jazz from November 2001 to November 2004, made
possible by financial support from the European Commission under the aegis of
its “Culture 2000” programme. Members collaborated on a scheme of
exchanges, joint productions in the form of workshops, artists in residence,
seminars and conferences and special events. The project was due to end on 22
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THE HAGYOMÁNYOK HÁZA (Hungarian Heritage House)

November 2004 and the aim of this meeting was to open up a dialogue between
jazz promoters, media and operators from the East and West.
Paul Gompes explained that the role of the Dutch Jazz Connection was to
advance Dutch jazz by bringing the music before promoters and their presence
here was also a part of an ongoing Dutch/Hungarian collaboration. He then
introduced Peter Schulze, Director of the Berlin Jazz Festival, as moderator.
Peter Schulze looked back on past meetings: the first in 2002 was held in
Cologne and the theme was Jazz and Improvised Music in Europe; the second in
2003 was held in Kongsberg in Norway and the theme was Jazz Education; and
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this, the third meeting in Hungary was about the East meeting the West. While
jazz is from the USA and is considered an American art form, he said, the first
panel will consider how the cultures that created non-American jazz think
about jazz, how it developed in Europe and how it continues to develop.
Panel 1: Jazz and Improvised Music−A Historical Perspective Across the
Continent
Participants: Bert Noglik (author, director of the Leipziger Jazztage),
Alexander Kan (journalist BBC, SKIFT Festival St. Petersburg), Imruh Bakari
(film specialist), Vladimir Tarasov (musician and member of the Ganelin Trio).
Bert Noglik offered an overview of jazz developments “east and west.” He
emphasized that he offered a personal view and offered a musical example of a
Gregorian chant by a British band led by Linsay Cooper played at the fall of the
Berlin Wall. After the Cold War, the Soviets banned jazz, a stricture that was
followed by its satellite countries. The result was that in Poland, jazz was
played in the catacombs and became an important scene there, and was seen
as analogous to Western freedom and lifestyle. Willis Conover of VOA (Voice of
America, the American propaganda radio station beamed around the world that
espoused American values) played a vital role in playing the latest jazz releases
across Eastern Europe, while in contrast the West was less concerned with
political ideologies, more with bohemian lifestyles. The emergence of the
Polish pianist and composer Krzysztof Komeda represented a slackening of jazz
restrictions at the end of the Catacomb era. Komeda embodied new paths and
possibilities of expressing jazz from the European perspective − away from the
American Popular Song (standards). A Musical example of Komeda’s style
followed. Two leading players emerged from Komeda’s aegis − Tomasz Stanko
(trumpet) and Zbigniew Namyslowski (alto sax).
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Presentation by Lars Thorborg, President of EJN

The 1960s saw an explosion of Free Jazz covering a wide range of
experimentation that represented a significant break with US jazz aesthetics
and East and West Germany took the lead. Jazz in the East, non-conformist,
took the form of a subversive protest music and that this also was beginning to
happen in Russia and represented a significant shift in cultural policy. It saw
the emergence of Vyacheslav Ganelin, who emerged, with the Ganelin Trio, as
a significant musical force. Concurrently, the Polish Jazz Jamboree emerged as
a key festival and Jazz Forum emerged as a key jazz magazine charting
European developments and was available in both Polish and an English
language version. These were important landmarks in the emancipation of jazz
in the East and important events for people working against state dominated
cultural policies. These events triggered something of a jazz explosion in the
Eastern states, with the emergence of strong individual voices. Folkloric
influences were introduced and transformed the music, especially in Hungary.
Musical example: by Szabados. The 1980s and 1990s saw the influence of the
Soviet system wither and die, and jazz-as-a-protest music lost its audience. It
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is now in the process of re-defining itself and is a music in transition − we are
unable to construct a definition for the present that will hold for the future.
The music has shown how it is able to absorb a variety of influences, but has to
be represented by the player’s authenticity. Musical example: Tomasz Hebor’s
tribute to Louis Armstrong. Today we have the first generation of jazz
musicians able to include aspects of the past from all aspects of musical
culture. An alternative to direction to the “tabla raza” free players can be
found in the creative process of electronics, incorporating a wide variety of
sounds from abstract to youth culture. The uses can be different, from St.
Germain in France to Bugge Wesseltoft and Nils Petter Molvaer in Norway.
Musical example: Evan Parker’s Electro/Acoustic Ensemble. New influences
need not come from technology but from multi-cultural exchanges− Europe is
host to immigrants from all over the world, offering huge possibilities, such as
the music of Dhafer Yousef. These multistylistic varieties are not like jazz as
we knew it but they would not exist without jazz, providing the catalyst for
new musics at the beginning of the 21st century.
Peter Schulze noted that there are many parallel worlds and exchanges − a
multitude of exchanges within a changing Europe.
Imruh Bakari: In talking about jazz, Bakari prefers to talk about the “jazz
aesthetic,” which offers ways of working through political and cultural ideas.
The importance/role of the jazz aesthetic to the new Europe of the 21st
century echoes similar questions posed by W. E. B DuBois at the beginning of
the 20th century in The Souls of the Black Folk published in 1903. DuBois
questioned the role of African culture in the New World and sought to engage
the black presence in modernity around the question of “how does it feel to be
a problem….” As European society moves towards post-modernity, Bakari
reminded us that what DuBois was asking us to consider was the effects of (a)
urbanization (b) industrialization within a society that sought to establish jazz
outside prevailing discourse in which its deviant and subversive tendencies
15
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From the left to the right: Alexander Kan, Vladimir Tarasov, Imruh Bakari,
Bert Noglik and Peter Schulze.

be deployed as a counter discourse in the hegemonic struggles taking place
within modern society. Turning to jazz in America and the rest of the world,
Bakari pointed out that improvisation exists in all cultures. Equally, there is a
tendency towards conformity in all cultures while jazz works to establish itself
as a parallel construct. What we see in America is the “othering” of aspects of
Afro-American culture while the Caribbean dimension is overlooked in the
American construct. Jazz however, is the classical expression of the African in
modernity and has become incorporated into European culture as a means of
transgressive expression. If we look at Britain in the 1920s and 1930s we see
black musicians forced to legitimize themselves by saying they are American,
thus significant musicians from the were Caribbean “excluded” from
16
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Britishness. In the 1950s there was an assertion of something not American, of
modern experience in culture, the global mood had changed as European
colonial power was contested. Within the popular memory of post-war Britain it
has become easy to forget the Black presence in British jazz of whom Joe
Harriott (1928-73) remains a seminal figure. Equally musicians such as
Coolridge Goode, and Shake Keane represented an important presence in
European jazz. Harriott’s three albums Free Form (1960), Abstract (1961) and
Movement (1963) represent definitive albums that Harriott theorized as
“abstract” and with his quintet established himself as an innovative and
controversial musician. Exploring within his music a Caribbean response to
modernity he broke with the blues by drawing on various Caribbean folk,
ceremonial and devotional forms. Throughout his life he fought against the
subliminal idea that good or innovative jazz could emanate from no other place
than the USA. With the emergence of The Caribbean Artists Movement a
platform was established across a wide range of artists of all disciplines that
was a part of the anti-colonial movement of the time, representing an
assertion of identity. Shake Keane, who established a network in Europe was in
general better received than Harriott, whose music reflected an approach that
with hindsight could be seen within in the context of fusion or world jazz. This
trend was enhanced by the presence of a number of South African musicians in
Britain in the 1960s. In 1965 the Blue Notes arrived in Britain that included
Chris McGregor (piano) and Dudu Pukwana alto sax. It represented the site of
the most profound contest of modernity. In the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s, the
African Diaspora in UK culture could be found in social movements, anti racist
groups who converged within the cultural presence. The Notting Hill Carnival,
from 1965, represented the first attempt by West Indians to establish a
tradition of Caribbean carnival that projected the way their culture might be
expressed in their encounter with British society − in short to legitimize the
Afro Caribbean in the UK. A new generation of British Afro Caribbean
musicians saw the emergence of Courtney Pine and Steve Williamson reinforce
an Afro-cultural presence within British culture. Significantly Pine turned down
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Coffee or cigarette break, from the left to the right: Kackuté Ruta (Lithuania), Kornelia
Vossebein (Germany), Ernico Blumer (Italy), Kateryna Maltseva-Rudyak (Ukraine).

an offer from Art Blakey in order to establish this Afro-Caribbean presence
within British culture. It was an affirmation of Harriott’s premise that jazz
could be made anywhere that is innovative but not imitative. An aesthetic and
a way of being that did not have to be American. By studying and becoming
part of the jazz tradition, you are free to chart and define new directions and
so become the expression of an Afro Caribbean presence within European and
British culture. There are now a wide range of musicians playing out of the
tradition while charting a course that is distinctly British thus asserting identity
and diversity. The essential question of hybridity/diversity is thus both
essential and dynamic, representing elements of European culture that does
not have to be American.
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Vladimir Tarasov asked what jazz and being a jazz musician is today. Jazz is
individuality he said, but it raises lots of questions. The great history of the
music resides with the United States. Tarasov saw Ellington twice, and twice
the solos were the same although they improvised with spirit and energy. It
came as a shock to him and went to the essence of jazz. Tarasov was born in
the Soviet Union. With the Ganelin Trio they tried to find their own way and
didn’t try and play like Americans. They all had classical educations. In 1970
they were invited to Berlin. Objections were raised. They became dissidents,
non-conformists whose work only appeared outside Russia. Artists, he asserted,
needed enemies to challenge them. In 1989 the Berlin Wall came down, which
changed festival politics. What does jazz mean now? In the 1990s he was shy to
say he was a jazz musician. He saw pop music seeping into jazz festivals and
was lost as to what jazz actually was. He heard smooth jazz − what is that? He
felt a need to classify. Jazz has lost its public, he wants improvisation “in the
spirit” as he said, like Coltrane. Something for jazz producers at festivals to
think about. Never accept compromise! We must not play down to the public,
such as offer them the Gypsy Kings! Governments are not supporting jazz, but
money is important. How can this be resolved? What is jazz? Art? Pop?
Entertainment? Tarasov made reference to Norman Lebrecht’s book When The
Music Stopped, an expose of classical music. The same things are happening in
jazz he asserted. Not supporting young musicians, who are copying Americans.
We need, he said, to find a new way of expressing jazz.
Peter Schulze in winding up said as long as there is authenticity it does not
matter if it is called jazz or not.
Alexander Kan wished to offer a few ideas in juxtaposition to what had been
said earlier. Jazz he said for the last 13 years in Russia has continued in postSoviet space. The avant garde scene had been in synch with the time. There
was suppression in Stalin’s time and a certain ambiguity in the music has
remained throughout the music’s history. At the end of the Second World War,
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jazz was rehabilitated and permitted, but with the Cold War the attitude was
“play jazz, sell Motherland.” In the 1980s another freedom came with rock
music, which was even more subversive than jazz. Yet Ganelin was not an
“established” band allowed by Moscow. An underground jazz scene sprung up
in opposition to the State and prevailing jazz establishment as well! But with
1989 came a blissful time. No opposition, no censorship and musicians could
play in the West. However a new set of oppositions emerged, problems with
finance, values, and infrastructure. No performance space and so forth.
Something of a Russian “brain drain” as musicians went to other countries to
ply their craft and this continues. There are problems in Russia today for young
musicians coming through with new ideas that question the boundaries of jazz.
It is a difficult period for all art in Russia, jazz in particular, but Kan remains
optimistic for the future and hopes things will develop in a positive way.

Panel 2: Realising Potential
Participants: Dmitry Ukhov (Dom Centre for Culture, Moscow), Kornél
Zipernovszky (Hungarian Cultural Institute, Vienna, former Hungarian Jazz
Institute), Xavier Lemettre (Banlieues Bleues Jazz Festival, France), Lars
Thorborg (president of the Europe Jazz Network, director of Copenhagen
JazzHouse).
In introducing this session, Peter Schulze said that this was a session from jazz
activists on how the music can survive and strategies to enable it to do so.
Dmitry Ukhov pointed out that his country Russia was a country of extremes −
everything you hear is true, that’s how extreme it is! The CD marketplace is
now improving, prices are being forced down by “kitsch” products and his
cultural centre, the Dom, manages to exist and feature a wide range of music.
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From the left to the right: Lars Thorborg, Kornél Zipernovszky, Dmitry Ukhov,
Xavier Lemettre and Peter Schulze.

Mainstream jazz he says is becoming powerful, but there has been no really
new jazz post 1989, other than in the field of electronics. Some musicians have
been to the Dave Brubeck College on the West Coast of America. But in
practical terms Russia is such a huge nation it is possible that artists in one city
do not know of the existence of artists in another, so media has an important
role. Since the jazz community is very small the Internet has emerged as an
important communications tool. When you think of Russia you think of extra
musical things, claimed Ukhov, Vladimir Tarasov took part in Pushkin’s birthday
which helps new music get exposed. And finally he pointed to the absurdity of
how jazz is represented on television. A series of 10 programmes was slated of
which 9 were shown with no explanation for missing programme offered.
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Kornél Zipernovszky introduced himself by saying he is responsible for
promoting Hungarian culture in Austria. Hungary has been able to join the EEU
and is in transformation. This includes putting together a Jazz Guide for
Hungary, and a new edition is in the making. He felt that Hungarian jazz is still
adolescent, not yet matured and points to failed development tasks in recent
time which have not helped the situation, so it is not realizing its potential. He
points to two concerts by Bobby McFerrin that were sold out, and a concert
Diana Krall in November sold out in the summer months, which suggests there
is huge potential for the future. There is little management for musicians and
groups, this means fewer opportunities for success, the cornerstone of moving
forward. The main point is that Hungarian jazz enjoys no subsidies, and no
“state” orchestra, and while several jazz clubs have sprung up, few have
survived. In the 1990s there was a small boom engendered by corporate
sponsorship, but this has died away because of cut backs. The Hungarian Jazz
Federation, a non-profit organization, has done a lot, but again the story is the
same, no sponsorship. It was a major blow to the Hungarian market not being
able to shadow the West, and the adaptation to CD from vinyl was too slow.
When the transition was made it was not entirely successful. The Hungarian
Jazz Academy is the most important institution in jazz in Hungary. It has
helped promote cultural recognition of jazz by the establishment and there is
some optimism of official recognition of the music from the cultural
department, which will be a major step forward. Equally the establishment of
the Budapest Music Centre has raised the profile of the music by using foreign
players and a substantial content of Hungarian players. Even so, the portents
do look good for the future, with émigré musicians, such as Gabor Gado,
returning to the Hungarian jazz scene.
Xavier Lemettre spoke about his experiences with the Banlieues Bleues Jazz
Festival (BB) so named because it is held in the “blue” (collar worker) suburbs
of Paris. The festival is heavily public funded, with the initial objective of
establishing an annual jazz festival with a high profile artistic programme
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showing a wide range of jazz and links to other musics − rap, world, classical
etc. There is an emphasis on high standards to bring new life to depressed local
culture, which has become increasingly isolated because of poverty, significant
ethnic minorities and 30% unemployment and drop out rate. Lemettre said it
was not difficult to make BB a success in such depressed surroundings, but the
challenge was to achieve the broadest possible audience for jazz among those
who could not afford tickets or were not “into” jazz. Music teaching in schools
is minimal. It is difficult to talk about jazz to people who don’t know anything
about it. However, jazz has the ability to transform and with sympathetic
musicians working with audiences BB has adopted a simple approach by getting
young people involved from the beginning, and by meeting artists young people
get to know them. There are extensive workshops, again with the same
objective. These musical actions are done within existing structures − schools,
community centers, youth detention centers and local policymakers help with
finance. The result year after year has brought about “magnificent dynamics”
among a wide range of age groups, and even helping difficult pupils to
integrate better in schools. This audience building has proved effective with
“high quality relationships and transmissions” which has even helped solve
identity problems within the community. Jazz is ultra vivid, one example from
BB’s reality was the Ernest Dawkins workshop The Last Diaspora involving 150
kids of 13 different nationalities − and a lot of fights! But the workshop
changed their lives, they were all ashamed of their identities, but through the
workshop they became proud of the ethnicity and by the end of the project
everyone was proud of their achievements. Jazz can help free people from
identity conflict and this is what BB is talking to politicians about for the
future.
Lars Thorborg said that “jazz” was an umbrella word, an expression of what
the music could be − open minded, no borders and festival promoters should
keep this in mind. Jazz is an art form addressing a small audience − 5% to 7% −
and the Copenhagen JazzHouse is a member of this big family trying to open
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Break for lunch, from the left to the right:
John Cumming (England), Paul Gompes (Netherlands), Reiner Michalke (Germany),
Lars Thorborg (Denmark), Gábor Szél-Molnár (Hungary), Katrin Oebel (France).

people’s minds. One way of achieving this is to regularly promote one artist to
create audience awareness. As a result of this policy, the Norwegian Jon Balke
gradually saw his audience grow to the extent he has established a large
following at the JazzHouse. Another way is for an artist to visit schools and
create interest generally 2 weeks before a concert. During this time visiting
schools, giving clinics and talking to the press. This way contacts are built
between audience and artist. One of the high peaks of the year is the
Copenhagen Jazz Festival and a week course between four American artists and
four European artists exchanging ideas, and the dialogue between them was
richly rewarded.
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Lars Thorborg said that the Europe Jazz Network has gradually been built up
since 1987 from nothing. Its main aims are a high standard of artistic
presentation and an efficient dialogue between presenters and musicians
backed by a code of professional conduct. What was a small family has grown
to 30 members in 14 countries with a good exchange of dialogue and it is with
this exchange of information between members we can be optimistic for the
future.
Peter Schulze offered examples of this long term policy. One outcome of the
EJN was the Europe Jazz Odyssey. With jazz considered an American artform it
has been influential in changing politician’s outlook as they realize jazz offers
an important European dimension as well.
Peter Schulze then opened up for questions from the floor.
Question 1: Why not form a media group within the EJN and the EJO?
PS: In the past we have tried to have yearly conferences with editors. Why
don’t we still meet? Editors did not turn up.
Dmitry Ukhov offered the observation that talent should be supported because
mediocrities seemed good at attracting funds. It overlooked the human
dimension of jazz and people working with their heart, arms and brain.

Panel 3: European Cultural Policy: How Does Jazz Stimulate the Debate?
Participants: Steve Austen (member Felix Meritis Foundation, cultural operator,
journalist), András Török (author, former president the National Cultural Fund,
HU), Zsolt Jékely (Hungarian Ministry of Culture), John Cumming (director
Serious, London Jazz Festival)
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From the left to the right: Steve Austen, András Török, Zsolt Jékely,
John Cumming and Peter Schulze.

Peter Schulze pointed out that culture is the basis of national identity and who
makes sense of the cultural policy creates opportunities for the promulgation
of jazz.
John Cumming believed we must find ways of channeling words into action as
a way of influencing cultural policy. He read out an extract from an EU
document which sought to make use of cultural policy as a unifying element
with each nation state responsible for its own cultural policies. He referred to
Imruh Bakari’s “jazz aesthetic” as a subtext to promotion which can make an
important statement about jazz. The importance of Joe Harriott’s contribution
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to British culture and South African musicians both white and black during
apartheid who made an important contribution to European music which raised
the question of art in the broader issues of politics. Punk was a protest against
Thatcherism. Europe has a history of sanctuary for exiles of conscience
including black American jazz musicians. Migrating patterns − part inspired by
economic migration − are changing the demography of Europe, and thus
cultural patterns. Society in Europe is changing − how does that relate to jazz?
Artists active in Europe are important because they reflect these changes in
European and European connected music (folk Caribbean and so on). Jazz is no
longer an exclusive American preserve. Jazz is “now” and an inclusive,
international art form and Cumming offered examples of this from practical
experience in the UK: the music of the Afro Caribbean jazz musician Courtney
Pine; drummer John Stevens the founding father of European free. Stevens was
interviewed for a government scheme for the unemployed. Musicians learn
teaching skills: Stevens took improvisation classes to inspire self respect, to
assert individuality while being a part of what is going on around them. Pine’s
identity as a British musician also emerged from those values. Cumming argued
to place jazz so that it can interact with communities and society around us
and offered the example of Hugh Masekela and Jazz Jamaica who worked with
150 school children who learned the iconic songs from the apartheid years in
South Africa. After performing for friends this was subsequently performed to
2000 people in the Barbican Centre and offered an example of how jazz
musicians can inspire people outside their immediate world. Funding came
from a variety of sources − including trusts not interested in jazz but the social
results from a scheme like this. The vibraphonist Orphy Robinson was engaged
in a pilot scheme to combat adult illiteracy, using rap and percussion. Here was
another example of jazz resonating with the broader community. Cumming
then spoke of the importance of audience enlargement, which encourages new
projects, while also inspiring a potential younger audience as music engages
directly with cultural issues. Cumming took as a leitmotif for the future the
title of a book by Valerie Wilmer − As Serious As Your Life.
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Peter Schulze expressed doubt whether European politicians engaged with jazz
on the basis of the potential it offers.
Zsolt Jékely wanted to give an overview of European cultural policy. Culture,
he said, represents local and national diversity. What is going on in Brussels he
said, you have to quote from papers in an attempt to understand efforts to
promote culture. There are two concepts − (a) diversity (b) common cultural
heritage. The aim is to anchor a basic culture around national culture. Culture
2000’s aim was creativity and its promotion among European people with a
European dimension. The programme was extended to 2006, and there is a
proposal for Culture 2007, for a further seven years. All projects are to share a
common base of co-operation between two and more countries. There is a
promise for more in the remaining years of the project with more countries.
But Culture 2000 is only a small proportion of the 0.5% (of GDP) Germany and
Italy spend on the arts, it is a tiny amount of money. However, the experience
gained in cultural co- operation is a new phenomenon, and by greater
communication links a broad concept of what can be achieved is now possible,
with the ultimate goal of a broad audience spread for these activities. In the
broad European cultural area the aim is a broad European cultural identity.
European “added value” could not be achieved at a national level which
embodies the following principals:
1. It promotes the establishment of networks that promote the dissemination
of knowledge and action.
2. Cultural industries produce cultural products which should be available to
all in the common cultural area.
3. The promotion of inter-cultural dialogue which leads to the establishment
of shared cultural values.
To achieve these objectives, the EU is committed to a simplification of forms
and bureaucratic control guided by an ambition to create a common culture
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respecting the integrity of national cultures. Already steps are underway for
Culture 2007 to increase cultural cooperation within an enlarged EU, in keeping
with EU political priorities, especially with enlargement. Culture is becoming
part of the European economy, but, as Jékely summed up, “How jazz can find
its place in this common culture I don’t know, but it must fight for its corner.”
Peter Schulze underlined that there was no doubt there was a direct
relationship between culture and economy.
András Török confessed he was not too familiar with jazz. He described
himself as a former cultural politician who had placed over 800 events in the
community. He pointed out the acceding nations (to the EU) represent new
cultural placing as well as boosting mobility. Successful cultural exports are
those that can be based on a wide range of cultural projects − including jazz.
Török felt there was change in the air with social and cultural exchanges: (1)
Fifty years ago, the abstract end moved back; in literature, music to melody
and so on, and in the figurative arts as well. Technological change went hand in
hand with all this. (2) Technology ruined by the CD, but live music goes on,
from a glorious past a glorious future lies ahead. Török feels EU should be
spending more on improvised music, live bands that represent the EU should
not just be from Germany, France or Holland.
Steve Austen pointed out that in 1985 there was a cultural conference in
Budapest between politicians and artists: they proposed a foundation to
encourage mobility between the east/west and a mobility of ideas. It was
killed by the Foreign Office in Germany. But artists were inspired and another
meeting took place in 1987. Europe is more than just an economic construct
and Holland send 20 individuals to argue this very point. The capacity of
artists, therefore, to overcome political practice is there. That is why he was
keen to join Berlin conference as the European effect is having a homogenizing
effect − the aim of Europe as expressed in Article 151 is to have a common
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cultural ambition. This is a cultural niche mark for the EU for which there is
subsidy in all countries. Market space cannot be subsidies. But it allows for the
promotion of national cultural issues: the result is that there is more money
into an emblematic art. The EU is creating a division on this issue when it
should be drawing people together. The solution is to get governments wanting
to be a part of the cultural process. At the Berlin Conference, 150 key movers
and shakers from political life will be present to speak on how European
cultural issues can be resolved though exchange and dialogue. These initiatives
are essential, particularly the involvement of the younger generation to
prevent divisions in European culture by pursuit of individual nations state’s
interests at the expense of the EU.
Peter Schulze then asked for suggestions from the floor and from the panel on
how cultural issues can be pursued and what jazz can contribute to cultural
policy.
What follows is an edited synopsis of the key issues that emerged:
John Cumming responded by saying that this depended on the level of subsidy
involved. If this area of music becomes recognized, it follows that it becomes
recognized in the international sense.
One delegate raised the issue of Jazz Forum, and to revive it in its former
English language format, or create a magazine that is a voice for European
jazz.
One delegate proposed the formation of an initial structure for the non-EU
members. Jazz is a common language and bridges cultures when/if the ice
becomes thinner.
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All participants of the colloquium

Peter Schulze pointed out that the Berlin Conference specifically wanted issues
aired from non-EU countries including America and another delegate said there
would be a variety of delegates, including those from Japan.
One delegate pointed out European policy produced a lot of regulations − works
of art create rules, rules never create works of art.
Nod Knowles asked for co-operation in preparing a motion to submit to the
Berlin conference. He suggested a few of his own:
1. Jazz has always dealt with diversity and prizes individuality
2. Jazz as an art form has mobility
3. Jazz is connected to individual creativity
4. Jazz is not a nationalistic music, but its beauty can be revealed in national or
regional flavours
5. Jazz is essentially an aesthetic and can be taken to a variety of areas
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A Hungarian delegate suggested that prior to the fall of the Berlin wall the
Eastern network of jazz festivals made the Iron Curtain obsolete and he wanted
to emphasize the pan-European nature of the music.
Peter Schulze pointed to the migration patterns now occurring in Europe that
have brought an amazing richness to European culture and likened it to the
“melting pot” in the United States at the beginning of the 20th century. Jazz,
he felt should make greater use of the possibilities inherent in these
possibilities.
Zsolt Jékely as asked about the possibility of Culture 2007 and he said that to
attract funds there should be a minimum of 6 operators from 6 countries and
such project should reach the needs of a basic requirement of mobility of
persons and cultural products and an international dialogue. By this support, it
is hoped it will create long standing permanent relations with the ability of self
management. The Jazz Network will be in a position to use these resources.
They have the “actors,” as he said, − the musicians and the promoters. They
were in a position to gain support from Culture 2007.
Peter Schulze wondered whether 6 partners would hinder or help while Paul
Gompes suggested any jazz submission for funds should emphasize the
networking aspect. Peter Schulze said 6 partners would be fine for institutions
but for projects could create artificial circumstances.
Katrin Oebel pointed out the problems of bureaucracy − that Europe Jazz
Odyssey spends an enormous part of the funding on administration and control,
while the EU spends another enormous amount of money for “controlling the
control”. Peter Schulze observed that bureaucracy creates itself, even when
you try and control it, it is a political/cultural problem. Steve Austen pointed
out that everyone receives the same treatment on EU structural funds. Thanks
to fraud, the commission has to exert checks and balances and it is useless to
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protest. He gave certain examples of funding going awry. He pointed out that
improvised music does “not deliver glory.” Why, he asked, do you not form
alliances to create a network for support for interesting projects. Nod Knowles
brought up what he called a “practical point” over the 6 nations ruling. Artistic
projects of this nature may be difficult to get, he said, but the 28 nations have
it within their grasp to create thousands of projects to combine with one, two
or three artists. John Cumming endorsed this statement. The Europe Jazz
Odyssey, he said, can create opportunity for dialogue. It doesn’t rely on money
from one source and you make that work for you, he said, using the skills of
artists to use culture in diverse society (outreach schemes and so on), that is
the strength.
Zsolt Jékely said the aim was to involve more persons and more countries. The
funding may not be more than 500,000 Euros for five years, so this funding is
given with the future in mind. Also, he said five Hungarian cities were in line
for the Cultural Capital of the Year award in 2010. It should be stressed that
jazz is the most instant form of artistic expression and there should
involvement from all countries participating in the scheme in these
celebrations.
Xavier Lemettre said that while trying to discuss and understand the rules of
the EU, the important thing is that we should be on their “shopping list”.
Having a cultural policy for music means having to structure things. What are
the problems experienced in other fields − did we know what other lobbying
bodies had to say on this? Steve Austen responded by saying there is one
limited but effective organization, an NGO of two European funds for arts and
heritage. It is the only lobbying organization acting as watch dog for the whole
arts sector. They realize there must be a vivid arts scene, but there will be no
more money for the arts. To mobilize opinion against silly decisions of nation
states they find out what individual governments are doing that could have
repercussions on social funding.
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EJO members during the Budapest meeting, in the middle Katrin Oebel manager of the project.

You, he said, (the EJN and EJO) should have contact with the European Cultural
Foundation − that, he said, could be helpful.
Peter Schulze pointed out that John Cumming mentioned the strength of
improvised music but said there was a lot to be learned in seeing how this was
regarded by politicians. He said the music gives an idea of how people can
spontaneously communicate, something he said politicians are never aware of.
He then moved to wind the meeting up.

On behalf of the three organizers, EUROPE JAZZ ODYSSEY, THE DUTCH JAZZ CONNECTION
AND THE EUROPE JAZZ

NETWORK, we wish to thank Peter Schulze for moderating and

for the contributions of the panel members, Paul Gompes and Katrin Oebel for
making the event possible and Podium, Budapest, for all their help.

After Budapest
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The Improvising Europe Colloquium in Budapest was an overwhelming
experience for everyone present3. There was a fantastic feeling of being a
member of a large family spread all over Europe from Bulgaria to Norway, from
Lithuania to Italy. All working and fighting for the same goals. All knowing
from personal experience about the difficulties of raising funds, creating new
audiences, getting information about musicians from lesser known music
environments in Europe and abroad.
All sharing the same goals -to present and support the creative music in their
countries. And willing to build new contacts and relations.

The aim of this meeting was to open up a dialogue between jazz promoters,
media and operators from the East and West and four months after the
Budapest Colloquium, we can claim that reality has changed.
Since than, seven new organizations have joined the network: the Budapest
Music Center in Hungary, the Kaunas Jazz Festival and the Vilnius Jazz Festival
in Lithuania, the Flemish Music Centre and the Wallonie-Bruxelles Musiques in
Belgium, the Molde Jazz Festival in Norway, the Strasbourg Jazz Festival in
France and the Tampere Jazz Happening in Finland.
Some new names of the contemporary jazz scene have started touring in
festivals abroad, demonstrating that, even though some governments do not
support jazz in their own countries, much can be done if we are part of a
network.

More detailed results of the colloquium can be found in the report by Katrin Oebel, project
manager of EJO at www.europejazzodyssey.org.

3
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Participants during the session Networking on an Enlarged Europe.

Thanks to new collaborations born during the meeting, Europe Jazz Network
has geographically and culturally expanded to the Central and Eastern
European countries, and will contribute to an improved utilization of Europe's
cultural potential and giving a clearer picture of the new Europe.
The colloquium will secure long-term effectiveness and continuity to a number
of new established contacts because jazz is a catalyst for action in all cultural
spheres.
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Participants during the session Networking on an Enlarged Europe.

Regarding the Future Goals for EJN
At the General Assembly in Budapest we agreed upon establishing working
groups among the members. Working groups that will have time for separate
working sessions during our General Assemblies (the next will be in
September/October 2005), and should use other possibilities for having
meetings of their own outside of official EJN meetings. The working groups will
hopefully create new ideas from which we all can benefit.
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The board of EJN will suggest the following working groups:
In the coming couple of months, it is up to the individual members to give the
board of EJN a feedback on these proposals so we can establish interesting
working groups and start the process.
•

Festivals
The art of programming, how to raise founding, how to reach your
audience, exchange of artistic programs, co-ordination of artistic
programs, invitations to other members' festivals ...

•

Venues and Clubs
The art of running a club on daily basis. How to re-new the program and
the locations and still present continuity. How to establish interest for
new artists and new musical directions in our audiences? Create artistic
programs and make tours amongst the members...

•

National Music Associations and Foundations
How do we support the musicians and the music? How can we share our
knowledge? Can we support each others activities? Can we create new
exchange programmes between the member associations?

•

Education in the Field of Jazz and Improvised musics
Working with all the aspects of education in our music, that was
highlighted in Kongsberg. Try to collect ideas and strategies to support
the work and effort regarding musical education in all EU countries.

•

Political Lobbying
How can we make EJN better known? How do we continue to establish
EJN as THE Network dealing with jazz and improvised musics in Europe?
Could we get financial support from EU to help us run the network.
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Formulate the Concept of Jazz and Improvised Musics in Europe
A fantastic work - a very good foundation - has already been formulated
by Tecmo's working group, and after Tecmo has joined forces with EJN,
we must continue this work.

•

Communication and Information
How can we improve our communication within our own network and
with the outside world. Website, newsletters, 'booking now' site….
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Participants of the colloquium in Budapest:
Austria
Christoph Huber, PORGY & BESS
Belgium
Liliane Graziani, WALLONIE-BRUXELLES MUSIQUES
Wim WABBES, VOORUIT KUNSTENCENTRUM
Jean-Pierre Bissot, GAUME JAZZ
Bosnia-Herzegovina
Edin Zubcevic, JAZZ FEST SARAJEVO
Bulgaria
Ludmil Fotef, RADIO FRANCE INTERNATIONALE
Croatia
Tomislav A. Saban, INTERNATIONAL JAZZ DAYS / CROATIAN COMPOSERS SOCIETY
Czech Republik
Vilim Spilka, JAZZFESTBRNO JAZZFUZZ
Vlastimil Trllo, JAZZFESTBRNO JAZZFUZZ
Danemark
Carsten Lassen, DANISH JAZZ FEDERATION
Steen Meier, COPENHAGEN JAZZ HOUSE
Lars Thorborg, COPENHAGEN JAZZ HOUSE
England
Alexander Kan, RUSSIAN SERVICE, BBC WS
Stuart Nicholson, JOURNALIST
John Cumming, LONDON JAZZ FESTIVAL / SERIOUS EVENTS LTD
Imruh Bakari, FILM SPECIALIST
Nod Knowles, BATH INTERNATIONAL MUSIC FESTIVAL (see also Scotland)
Estonia
Anne Erm, JAZZKAAR FESTIVALS
Finland
Kirsti Lajunen, JYVÄSKYLÄ SUMMER JAZZ
Thomas Noreila, UMO
France
Xavier Lemettre, BANLIEUES BLEUES
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Katrin Oebel, EUROPE JAZZ ODYSSEY
Jacques Panisset, GRENOBLE JAZZ FESTIVAL
Nathalie Vallee, MAISON DE LA CULTURE D'AMIENS

Germany
Reiner Michalke, STADTGARTEN JAZZHAUS
Bert Noglik, LEIPZIGER JAZZTAGE
Peter Schulze, BERLIN JAZZ FESTIVAL
Kornelia Vossebein, BUNKER ULMENWALL
Hungary
Alexandra Brâvâcz, ADFORM MUSIC
Jenő Hartyándi, MEDIAWAVE FESTIVAL
Ildiko Nagy, MEDIAWAVE FESTIVAL
Andrea Gancs, A38 SHIP
András Halmos, TRAFÓ HOUSE OG CONTEMPORARY ARTS
Péter Maté, HUNGARIAN CULTURAL SEASON IN THE NETHERLANDS
Peter Podlovics, MAFIOSO CONCERTS
Zsusanna Racz, PODIUM
Gábor Szél-Molnár, PODIUM
András Török, SUMMA ARTIUM
Gabor Tùri, DEBRECEN JAZZ DAYS
Zsolt Jékely, MINISTRY OF CULTURAL HERITAGE / DEPARTMENT OF EU AFFAIRS AND
STRATEGY
Kornél Zipernovszky, COLLEGIUM HUNGARIAN WIEN
Italy
Enrico Blumer, CLUSONE JAZZ
Roberto Bottini, CLUSONE JAZZ
Pinuccia Gonella, CLUSONE JAZZ
Margherita Rodigari, CLUSONE JAZZ
Giambattista Tofoni, EVENTI
Giuliana Zonca, CLUSONE JAZZ
Latvia
Diana Briezkalne, RIGAS RITMI FESTIVAL/ CONTEMPORARY MUSIC CENTER
Lithuania
Antanas Gustys, VILNIUS JAZZ FESTIVAL
Ruta Kackuté, KAUNAS JAZZ FESTIVAL / PUBLIC AGENCY «JJAZ»
Vladimir Tarasov, MUSICIAN
Netherlands
Annemiek Ebbink, DUTCH JAZZ CONNECTION
Paul Gompes, DUTCH JAZZ CONNECTION
Huub van Riel, BIMHUIS
Steve Austen, FELIX MERITIS FOUNDATION, CULTURAL OPERATOR, JOUNALIST
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Norway
Tore Flesjø, NORSK JAZZFORUM
Bo Grønningsæter, VESTNORSK JAZZSENTER
Nina Hurum, RIKSKONSERTENE
Helleik Kvinnesland, MAIJAZZ
Helge Skansen, RIKSKONSERTENE
Jon Skjerdal, NATTJAZZ FESTIVAL
Nina Torske, VOSSA JAZZ

Poland
Joanna Truszkowska, JAZZ OD NOWA FESTIVAL
Romania
Simona Maxim, PROART HERMANNSTADT FOUNDATION
Hilarius Schmidt, PROART HERMANNSTADT FOUNDATION
Russia
Dmitri Ukhov, RADIO CULTURE / CENTRE DOM
Serbia & Montenegro
Vladimir Djordjevic, MULTIKULTIVATOR
Scotland
Nod Knowles, SCOTTISH ARTS COUNCIL (see also Bath, England)
Slovakia
Slavomir Szabados, KOSICE JAZZ FESTIVAL
Slovenia
David Braun, JAZZ FESTIVAL LJUBJLJANA /IZZVEN FESTIVAL MARIBOR
Sweden
Bengt Strokirk, CONCERTS SWEDEN / RIKSKONSERTER
Staffan Sörenson, NEFERTITI/ JAZZ I GÖTEBORG
Nils Wiklander, JAZZ I GOTEBORG/NEFERTITI
Lennart Strömbäck, UMEÅ INTERNATIONAL JAZZ FESTIVAL
Turkey
Mehmet Ulug, POZITIF PRODUCTIONS
Ukraine
Kateryna Maltseva-Rudyak, ODESSA JAZZ CARNIVAL
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EUROPE JAZZ NETWORK:
1. Flanders Music Centre (Belgium)
2. Vooruit Kunstencentrum (Belgium)
3. Wallonie – Bruxelles Musiques (Belgium)
4. Copenhagen Jazz Festival (Denmark)
5. Copenhagen Jazzhouse (Denmark)
6. Danish Jazz Federation (Denmark)
7. Serious Events Ltd. (England)
8. Bath International Jazz Festival (England)
9. Jyväskylä Summer Jazz (Finland)
10. Tampere Jazz Happening (Finland)
11. Umo (Finland)
12. Banlieues Bleues (France)
13. Europa Jazz Le Mans Festival (France)
14. Maison de la Culture d`Amiens (France)
15. Grenoble Jazz Festival (France)
16. Jazzdor Strasbourg Festival (France)
17. Bunker Ulmenwall (Germany)
18. Domicil Dortmund (Germany)
19. Stadtgarten Jazzhaus (Germany)
20. Budapest Music Center (Hungary)
21. Mediawave Festival (Hungary)
22. Podium (Hungary)
23. Clusone Jazz Promotion (Italy)
24. Emilia Romagna Jazz Network (Italy)
25. Filippo Bianchi (honorary member, Italy)
26. Tam Eventi Pscrl (Italy)
27. Kaunas Jazz Festival (Lithuania)
28. Vilnius Jazz Festival (Lithuania)
29. Bimhuis–Stichting Jazz & Geimproviseerde Muziek (The Netherlands)
30. Dutch Jazz Connection (The Netherlands)
31. Maijazz (Norway)
32. Molde International Jazz Festival (Norway)
33. Nattjazz Festival (Norway)
34. Norsk Jazzforum (Norway)
35. Rikskonsertene - Norwegian Concert Institute (Norway)
36. Vestnorsk Jazzsenter (Norway)
37. Vossa Jazz (Norway)
38. Botnie Musik Ab – Umeå International Jazz Festival (Sweden)
39. Jazz i Göteborg/Nefertiti (Sweden)
40. Rikskonserter – Swedish Concert Institute (Sweden)
41. Pozitif Productions (Turkey)
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